Long QT syndrome and R on T phenomenon are associated with an increased risk of syncope and sudden cardiac death. This report describes an unusual concurrence of these two electrocardiographic abnormalities after initiation of a fluoroquinolone in a middle-aged woman.

Case report

A woman in her late 50s with no medical problems, presented to her primary care physician complaining of cough and fever. She denied intake of any other medication until then. Physical and radiological examination disclosed right middle lobe pneumonia. She was prescribed moxifloxacin 400mg once daily for 10 days. Six hours after initiation of antibiotic therapy she was re-admitted complaining heart palpitations, dizziness, thoracic discomfort and anxiety. On examination, blood pressure measured in both arms was 140/80mmHg (left) and 140/70mmHg (right), heart rate was 69 bpm and respiratory rate 14 breaths/min. Electrocardiogram (ECG) performed at that time is shown in Figure 1.

The ECG revealed long QT syndrome and superimposition of an ectopic beat on the T wave of a preceding beat known as R on T phenomenon (Figure 1). Biochemical analysis including renal function tests, cardiac enzymes, troponin levels and electrolytes (serum potassium, calcium, magnesium and sodium levels) were all normal. Antibiotic therapy was interrupted and an ECG follow up was performed within 24 hours. On the repeated ECG, R on T phenomenon was resolved and the QT interval has returned to normal (QT corrected: 373ms) (Figure 2).

Discussion

R on T phenomenon was first reported by Smirk in 1949, describing ‘R waves that interrupt T waves (1, 2). Ventricular vulnerability during the T wave period is the cause of the R on T phenomenon and responsible for the coincidence of a premature ventricular complex with a T wave (1, 2). It has been also suggested that R on T phenomenon may initiate sustained ventricular arrhythmias, posing a risk of sudden cardiac death (3).

QT interval measurement estimates the duration of ventricular repolarization and depolarization (4). It is measured from the beginning of the QRS complex until the end of the T wave (4). Long QT syndrome represents the result of an abnormality on cardiac repolarization (5), due to a malfunction of ion channels resulting to an intracellular excess of positively charged ions (inadequate outflow of potassium...
The syndrome was first reported by Selzer and Wray in 1964 after administration of quinidine (8). In regards to the cut off points of QTc, prolonged QTc values are considered more than 470ms for females and more than 450ms for males (4). Occurrence of arrhythmias is associated with values of QTc >500 ms (5). The calculation of the QTc is usually performed with the Bazzett’s formula (Bazett: QTc = QT/RR1/2) (4).

Pharmacological therapy is the most common causative external cause of long QT syndrome followed by electrolytic disorders (hypomagnesaemia and hypokalemia) (5).

Moxifloxacin has been associated with acquired long QT syndrome, through a pathophysiological mechanism of hERG channel block (4, 9). Drug administration has been associated with a blockage of the rapid component (IKr) of the delayed rectifier potassium current (IK) leading to long QT syndrome (5).

Predisposing risk factors that contribute to acquired long QT syndrome secondary to fluoroquinolone therapy are considered the female gender, the elderly, administration of class Ia and III antiarrhythmic agents, structural cardiac disease, genetic predisposition and electrolyte abnormalities (5).

In regards to the frequency, malignant tachyarrhythmias due to antibiotics are unusual. In post-marketing surveillance following moxifloxacin administration there was a single case reported of TdP in an elderly female patient with adverse risk factors for ventricular arrhythmia including electrolytic abnormalities, coronary artery disease, digoxin and a pacemaker inserted for a sick sinus syndrome (10).

To the best of our knowledge this is the first time that R on T phenomenon and prolongation of the QTc induced by moxifloxacin is reported in the literature. In our case gender and age were the only contributing factors for the acquired long QT syndrome. Physicians should be aware for this complication and maintain a high index of vigilance in case of elderly, female patients with metabolic abnormalities (hypokalemia) or heart disease and patients with concomitant use of other drugs that prolong QT interval. In this direction primary care physicians have to carefully assess and detect high risk patients before the administration of moxifloxacin (11).
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**Figure 2. Follow up ECG after discontinuation of moxifloxacin showing resolution of R on T phenomenon and normal QTc interval**
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